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NOTES:
1) ALL LOW VOLTAGE WIRING TO BE STANDARD, MULTI-CONDUCTOR COLOR CODED WITHOUT SPLICES.
2) WIRING TO COMPLY TO APPLICABLE NATIONAL, STATE AND LOCAL ELECTRICAL CODES.
3) REFER TO SPECIFIC PRODUCT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIFIC WIRING REQUIREMENTS.
4) THIS DRAWING IS FOR GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF PRODUCTS DETAIL IN THE HARDWARE SET ONLY.

HARDWARE USED:
1 PS914-4RL-FA POWER SUPPLY
1 PS914-4RL-FA POWER SUPPLY
1 621RD-AA PUSH BUTTON
1 621GR-AA PUSH BUTTON
2 VONDUZIN OR FALCON EL PANIC DEVICES

OPERATION:
EL LATCHES HELD SIGNALS TO RETRACT BY 621GR-AA PUSH BUTTON.
IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY PRESSING 621RD-AA REMOTE PUSH BUTTON WILL CAUSE EL LATCHES TO EXTEND SCOURING DOOR: HIGH-PULL SOG.
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